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Abstract 
Xu, S., Relations between parameters of a graph, Discrete Mathematics 89 (1991) 65-88. 
We have studied the relations between any two of a set of graph parameters and listed them 
into a table. We think the table will be helpful to some graph researchers and hope it will be 
further improved. 
1. Introduction 
As we know, graphs have many parameters. Some, such as the minimum 
degree 6, the connectivity K, the edge connectivity il, the maximum degree A, 
the edge chromatic number x,, the chromatic number x, the achromatic number 
I/J, the clique number w, the covering number p, the edge independence number 
CY~, the length of the longest path 1 and the circumference c, take their maxima 
for complete graphs. We call them the parameters describing the degree of 
tightness of graphs. Others, such as the girth g, the diameter d, the edge covering 
number pi, the independence number LY and the domination number y, take their 
minima for complete graphs. We call them the parameters describing the degree 
of looseness of graphs. 
Two parameters describing the different degrees of a graph are often 
constrained by some relations: They cannot reach their maxima (or minima) at 
the same time. In this respect, the typical examples are the equalities LY + p =p, 
aI + PI =p, where p is the vertex number of graph G, and the so-called Ramsey 
problem. Generally, for the sum of two parameters, one for tightness and one for 
looseness, we can get a nontrivial inequality. For two parameters describing the 
same degree, however, we cannot obtain a nontrivial inequality for their sum. 
Instead, we may suggest a nontrivial inequality for their difference, such as 6 c A 
and A~~i6d+l. 
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However, sometimes two parameters describing the looseness cannot both be 
maximized, and we can give a nontrivial upper bound for their sum. Likewise, 
for two parameters describing the tightness, sometimes a nontrivial lower bound 
for their sum can be found. And sometimes we can obtain a nontrivial bound for 
the difference between two parameters describing different degrees. 
Since Nordhaus and Gaddum established inequalities for x + X and x . X, many 
people have studied this kind of problem. For two parameters fi and fi describing 
the same degree, since two complementary graphs cannot both be complete, we 
can often get a bound for fi +f*. In [5], a survey of these problems was given. 
In this paper, we are going to discuss these problems so that we may see the 
relations between parameters in a general way. As we have the inequality 
A s x1 s A + 1 and the inequality for x1 can be derived from the inequality for A, 
we shall not discuss the edge chromatic number x1. (The following inequality 
0 I/_ I l\/Ol ,_..-__ I r. -_ I I/_ ‘)\ ,e I 
L L\p -t lJ/LJ - 1 -x1 -t Xl +p -r L\p - L)/LJ 
was given in [l] and [13].) In addition, because of the equality a = 6, we shall 
also omit the clique number o. 
At the end of this paper, the readers can find a table which summarizes all the 
results that we have studied. We think that the table is helpful for some 
researchers in investigating and studying the relations. And it may be convenient 
for some readers who are interested in certain relations to start with the table and 
then go back to the details according to the serial numbers. 
In order that other people do not waste their time restudying solved problems, 
some trivial conclusions are presented here. Furthermore, we shall list some 
~unsolved nrnhlems and some results which need to be imnroved. I?--------- _ _L_..- .._.---. ._--- _- -- ___.r_- .--. 
2. Some notations and symbols 
Given two parameters fi and fi with fi < q(p) and fi < u&), if the inequality 
fi +f2 c u1 + u2 + const. holds, we say that the bound is trivial. The meaning of 
trivial bounds in other cases can be defined in a similar way. 
The following symbols are used in this paper: 
1x1 = min{s ( s is an integer and x ss}, 
LX] = max{s ) s is an integer and x as!, 
M = 
( 
](p - 1)/2] [(p - 1)/2], if p = 0, or 1 or 2 mod 4, 
(P - 3)(P + 1)/49 ifp=3mod4, 
s = min{a + b 1 r(a + 1, b + 1) >p}, f = min{a - b ( r(a + 1, b + 1) >p}, 
where r(a + 1, b + 1) is the Ramsey Number. And we always assume that t/l;, 
p/2 etc. are all integers whenever they appear in such expressions as lJ KG, 
K p12,pn etc. 
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In this paper, p always denotes the vertex number of a graph G. V(G) 
the vertex set and E(G) the edge set. d(v) stands for the degree of vertex u. 
Let G and H be graphs, where V(G) fl V(H) = 0; then G U H is defined as 
V(G U H) = V(G) U V(H) and E(G U H) = E(G) U E(H). Let V, E V(G); then 
G[V,] is the subgraph induced by V,. 
Here we shall introduce some symbols. Kp denotes the complete graph with p 
vertices; N, the null graph; C, the cycle; Pp the path; S, the star K1,,_l; SL is 
constructed by joining two endpoints of sP; Hfl denotes Kp - E(K,) (k <p); K 
stands for the 161 partite complete graph in which the number of vertices of 
each part is 161 or 161, U K, refers to the union of p/n complete graph K,‘s 
and lJ KG is the union of 6 complete graph K,,$s. 
Let D: u021i *. . zld be a path of graph G. If d(v,, vd) = d, where d(v,, vd) is 
the distance of 2ro and ud and d is the diameter of G, we say D is a d-path of G. 
Naturally, when we talk about some parameters, some appropriate conditions 
regarding G must be assumed. For example, c and g require the existence of 
cycles in G; d suggests that G is connected and for pi, there must be no isolated 
vertices. 
3. Relations and proofs 
6+A=p-1. 
(Y = w. 
a+j3=p. 
/3+cT,=p. 
~1+B*=P. 
The lower bound is obvious and the upper bound is trivial. 
6 2 (p - 1)/2 j A = 6, 0<6-A. (see [41) 
0<6-KsjI/2-1, GfK, + 26-K<p-2, 
or you could state 26 - K Sp - 1 with equality if and only if G is complete. 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
(6) 
(7) 
(8) 
If G #K,, then there is a cut set B in G. Assume B separates V(G) - B into X 
and Y, where JB( = K, 1x1 =x, IYI =y and x Sy, then x S (p - ~)/2. 
6 < (p - K)/2 - 1 + K 
hence 
26-Kc/?-2 
and 
6-Kc(p--K)--<p/2--1. 
Osi\.-~==(p-3)/2, G+K, =, 2h-Ksp-2. (9) 
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We can deduce the second inequality from (8). If K = 0 then A = 0, otherwise 
(G # Kp) 
A. - KS (p - K)/2 - 1 S (p - 3)/2. 
All of the bounds in (7), (8) and (9) can be attained. 
3<a+Y<p+l, O<a--ycp-2, 631 + (Y+ ycp. (10) 
For the first inequality, there is an independent set V, in G which induces a 
clique of G. We take one vertex in the clique and other p - a vertices to form a 
dominating set of G‘, so 7 up + 1 - a: 
HP attains the bound. The lower bound is obvious and is attained by S,. 
If 6 > 0, let V, be a largest independent set of G; then V(G) - V, is a 
dominating set of G, so (Y + y up. 
For the difference inequality, the largest independent set of G is clearly a 
dominating set of G, so cz - y 2 0. The upper bound is trivial and is attained by 
S 
P’ 
O~~-x<p/2-1, 2vJ-XSP, 
2~qJ+~sp+l. (see P31) 
(11) 
Assume that K, is obtained from G by homomorphism. Consider a proper 
coloring of G, in every color class of G, there is at most one vertex which does 
not share the image with other vertices. So in K,, except at most x vertices, each 
of all the vertices must be the image of at least two vertices; therefore 
~c~+(p-~)/2andthatis2tj~-x~p. 
Clearly for any x # 1, we can construct a graph so that the equality holds. 
If x = 1, then q = 1; if x 2 2, then w - x s (p - x)/2 <p/2 - 1. 
The lower bound of the sum inequality follows from x < W and 26 < x + 2. 
-l<l-c<p-4. (12) 
The lower bound is obvious and is attained by C,. The upper bound is trivial. 
1<6+6sp-l, Os6.6cM. (see PI) (13) 
l~K+t%~+8<p-l. (14) 
1<A+ilcp-1, OcA.isM. (see PI) (15) 
lcK+i?<p-1, OCK.K=SM. (see PI) (16) 
l<K+icp-l, OSK.~SM. (17) 
OSA-KSP-~, p/2sA+rT-<p-l. (18) 
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For the difference inequality, G contains a critical X-chromatic subgraph G’, 
A(G’1, so A~A(G’)~x-1. 
We can prove it in another way. We color the largest independent set V, of G 
by color 1, then color the largest independent set V, of G - VI by color 2, and so 
on. Then each vertex in V, must be adjacent to vertices in VI, each vertex in V, 
(k ax) must be adjacent to vertices in VI, V,, . . . , V,_,. Hence A 3 k - 13 
x - 1. The bounds can be attained obviously. 
The upper bound is trivial and is attained by S,. 
For the product inequality, there is a [p/xl clique in G, so 
A 3pIx - 1, x@ + 1) >P, 
x+A=x+(A+1)-1~2J&@-X)-1~2~-1. 
The lower bounds are attained by K. The upper bounds 
attained by S,. 
-p/4-1~A-t~~~p-3, V(V - 1) <PA, 
2vj;-l=z~+AS2p-2, P c v@ + 1) =s P(P 
It is easy to show that 
are obvious and are 
- 1). 
(22) 
v,(+ - 1) s PA, ~,!J~-I+~-_PA~O, q s (1+ V-)/2, 
A-t/j~A-$%l=f(fi), f ‘(0) = 2ti - 6, 
so A - a attains the minimum when 2fi - 6 = 0 and A = p/4. 
A - $J ap/4 -p/2 - I= -p/4 - 1. 
This inequality can be improved. 
The others can be obtained from (11) and (21) and can be attained obviously. 
l-pC&x=Sp-2v5 (23) 
The lower bound is trivial and is attained by K,,_,lJK,. For the upper bound, 
&x=p-l-(x+L+p-2v5. 
l-pCK-xX&-_Xp-2~. (24) 
2=Sx+?kp. (25) 
The lower bound is trivial and is attained by S,. For the upper bound 
x+6=p-l-(A-x)sp. 
2=zx+I?~x+X~p. (26) 
G + Np + ax/(x - 1) cp (27) 
The largest order of a color class is at least p/x. The degree of vertices in the 
70 s. xu 
class is at mostp -plx, so 6 =Sp -plx. 
l-p~&~~p-2~, 2q+& (28) 
1-pcK-$Jcp-2*, 2GqJ-kiL (29) 
l-p~il-~Gp-2~, 2qHil. (30) 
2+lq+A~p, p S y(A + 1) s (p + 1)2/4. (31) 
We prove the lower bound of the product inequality by induction on p. It 
holds for p = 3. Assume it holds for p <n and let p = n. Let v be a vertex of 
degree A. If A = IZ - 1, the inequality clearly holds; otherwise delete the vertex u 
and A vertices adjacent to TV to obtain a graph G’ with n - (A + 1) vertices. Then 
A’ s A, y’ + 1 s y. By the induction assumption, n - (A + 1) 6 y’(A’ + l), so 
IZ c y(A + 1). 
The lower bound of the sum inequality is obtained from the product inequality 
and is attained by U K6. 
For the upper bound of the sum inequality, we take the vertex with degree A 
and other p - (A + 1) vertices which are not adjacent to V; they form a 
dominating set. Hence y s p - A. 
The upper bound of the product inequality can be found from this and attained 
by H;/z. 
p s a(A+ 1) cp(p - l), 2<P-l=a+A~2P-2. (32) 
The lower bounds are obtained from (31) and (10) and can clearly be attained. 
The upper bounds are trivial and are attained by S,. 
2SCXu+6CP, I-p~&-&~p-2~. (33) 
The lower bound of the sum inequality is trivial and attained by NP U Kp-*. 
The degree of a vertex in a largest independent set of G is at most p - a, so 
asp--(Y. 
The lower bound of the difference inequality is trivial and is attained by N,,. We 
can get the upper bound from 6 - C =p - 1 - (A + &). 
2cy+6cp, -ld-ycp-26. (34) 
The lower bound of the sum inequality is trivial, while the upper bound is 
obtained from (10) and (33). 
The difference inequality follows from (31) and (1). 
2sy+KsLY+K<p, 2Sy+ASa+ASp. 
1-p~K-ci’~~-&(Yp-2~. 
(35) 
(36) 
-1<K--<&-j%p-2$I. (37) 
-lcA--&<A-jisp-3. (38) 
There is an & clique in G, so A 3 & - 1. The upper bound is trivial and is 
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attained by S,. 
1&+/%2p-2$, asp-6cp-2. (39) 
This is just a consequence of (33). 
1<:++6h++62p-26. (40) 
0<P-Acfi-Kap-2. (41) 
p-la@+da2p-3, 2-pep-Acp-26+1. (42) 
G is 2-connected + min{p, 26) cc. (see PI) 
1cc-bsp-1, (see [31); 3cc+k2p-3. 
(43) 
Both the upper bound and the lower bound of the sum inequality are trivial 
and are attained by SL and C, respectively. 
3cc+~d2p-3, min{p, 2~) SC, ICC-Ksp-1. (44) 
3sc+k2p-3. (45) 
G is 2-connected + min{p, 2il) 6 c, 
l<c-ilsp-1. 
The upper bound of the difference inequality is trivial and is attained by 
C,_, U K1; the lower bound is attained by Kp. 
4-pat-Aap-2, psc+ds2p-2. (46) 
The inequalities follow from (43). 
Ocl-6=zp-2, 2&+&2p-4. (47) 
The bounds of the sum inequality are trivial and are attained by S, and C,, 
respectively. 
The upper bound of the difference inequality is trivial and is attained by C, and 
P,. For the lower bound, assume that the longest path in G is P. If 1 < 6, the 
endpoint of P must be adjacent to the vertices not belonging to V(P), and we can 
obtain a path longer than P. A contradiction. 
0a1-Aa1-Ksp-2, 2~1+k=zl+~s2p-4. (48) 
3-p-(1-Asp-3, p-161+&=2p-3. (49) 
The bounds of difference inequality are trivial and are attained by S6 and C, 
respectively. 
The lower bound of the sum inequality is obtained from (47). 
d+Acp+l, -2cA-c&p-4. (50) 
Let S be a vertex set which consists of a vertex u with degree A and the A 
vertices adjacent to v. Clearly any d-path contains at most three vertices in S, 
henced+l+A+lcp+3. 
12 s. xu 
The upper bound of the difference inequality is trivial and is attained by 
K,,, U K,. The lower bound holds if d = 1. If d >2 and a d-path of G is 
2ro’ui . . . va, then v. is adjacent to v2, vg, . . . , va in G, hence A a d(v,) 2 d - 2. 
p c (A(A - l)d - 2)/(A - 2) (51) 
Let v E V(G). Then I{u 1 d( u, v) = 1}1 <A, I{u 1 d(u, v) = 2)) s A(A - l), 
. . . , I{u 1 d(u, v) = d}l s A(A - l)d-‘. Hence 
d-l 
p s zzo A(A - l)i + 1 = (A(A - l)d - 2)/(A - 2). 
The bound can be reached only when d = 1 and d = 2, A = 3, 7 or 57. 
d>2 j 26+d=zp+l, 3cd+6, -2c6-d. (52) 
Assume that a d-path of G is vovl . -*vd(d>2). Ifd=p-1, then 6=1 and 
the inequality holds. If d <p - 1, v. and vd cannot have any common adjacent 
vertices, so 
The graph G obtained from a path P: v1v2. * * up by joining vi and v3, uPup-2 
and up attains the bound. 
The lower bound is trivial and is attained by S,. 
The difference inequality is obtained from (50). 
pz=3, 6<(d+l)(&+l)s3p-2. (53) 
The upper bound holds for Pp; otherwise let D: vovl - . - vd be a d-path. Then 
each of the p-(d + 1) vertices which are not on D is adjacent to at most three 
vertices on D, so 
d-l 
(d + I)(6 - 2) G (d(v,) - 1) + (d(Q) - 1) + 2 (d(q) - 2) - 2 
i=l 
c 3(p - (d + 1)) - 2 
d>2 + 2K+dS231.+dSp+l. 
6<(d+l)(K+l)C(d+1)(12+1)~3p-2. 
The above inequalities are expected to be further improved. 
-2<K-ddh-2. 
(54) 
(55) 
(56) 
Assume that K S d - 3, D is a d-path of G’, and X is the vertex set of D. Let R 
be a cut set of G of order K, and R separates V(G) - R into two parts A and B, 
then there are at least 4 vertices belonging to (A U B) fl X. 
(i) There are no vertices in A fl X. If v E A, then in G, v is adjacent to one 
of the four vertices in B fl X, a contradiction. 
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(ii) There is only one vertex v E A II X. Then in G, v is adjacent to at least 
d - 2 vertices in X, contradicting K G d - 3. 
in both A II X and B fl X. These 4 vertices 
induce a cycle in G, a contradiction. 
The bounds are attained by P,. 
5cg+A<p+2, -3cA-gcp-4. (57) 
The lower bound of the sum inequality is obvious. For the upper bound, the 
cycle with length g contains at most 3 vertices taken from a vertex with degree A 
and the A vertices adjacent to it, hence g + A + 16~ + 3. 
The upper bound of the difference inequality is trivial and is attained by S,. For 
the lower bound it clearly holds if g = 3; otherwise assume C, is a cycle in G with 
length g, then in G, each vertex in V(C,) is adjacent to g - 3 vertices in V(C,), 
the inequality holds. 
ga4 + 26+gcp+4, -3s6-gsp-6. (58) 
For the sum inequality, let C: v1u2 * . . vgvl be a cycle of G, then v1 and 2r2 
have no common adjacent vertices, so 
26 < d(v,) + d(Q) % 4 +p -g 
The bound is attained by C,. 
The difference inequality is obtained from (57). 
6>p/2 + g=3, 6>p/5+1 * gs4, 
6 <p/5 + 1 j (6 - l)gcp. 
(59) 
We prove the following conclusions which are equivalent to (59). 
g=4 * 26cp, ga5 * (6-l)gCp. (59’) 
If g = 4, then 2S up is obtained from (58). 
If g 2 5, any two vertices on a cycle of length g have no common adjacent 
vertices, so (6 - 2)g Cp - g. 
gad +‘2K+gc2A+gsp+d. (60) 
(61) 
The inequality L -g =~p - 6 is obtained from (58) and holds for K3 U Np_-3. 
If the inequality -4 s K -&j is not true, then g 2 5 and there is a cycle C, in G. 
In G, each vertex in G - V(C,) is adjacent to at least g - 1 vertices in V(C&. 
Then it is easy to see that if G’ is obtained from G by deleting any g - 5 vertices, 
G’ is connected, so K 2g - 4. K, U Kp--2 attains the bound. 
2+x+x~p+l, p~x*X~(p+1)2/4. (see [lOI) (62) 
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This is the famous Nordhaus-Gaddum Theorem. 
2~~cx++xP+l, p s (Y * x s (p + 1)2/4. (63) 
cuaplx, so (u.x~=p and LX++X~~. 
We color the (Y independent vertices by one color and the other p - a vertices 
by p - (Y different colors; this is a proper coloring of G, so the upper bounds are 
obtained. H&+l,n and K attain the upper and lower bounds respectively. 
Osx-&SW-&. (64) 
It holds clearly. But we do not know what the best upper bound is. 
Conjecture. x - iif Cp/5. 
3<x+ y<p+l, 2 6 xy s (p + 1)2/4, osx-y<p-2. (65) 
The lower bounds of the sum and the product inequalities are obvious and are 
attained by S,. The upper bound of the sum inequality is obtained from (63) and 
(lo), and the upper bound of the product inequality follows then. Kcp+ljn U 
Ncp_ljn attains them. 
The upper bound of the difference inequality is trivial. We take one vertex 
from each coloring class of G which form a dominating set of G, so 7 c x. 
psx+B, -1<p-x~p-2v5 (66) 
The sum inequality is obtained from (64). We can also prove it as following. 
Assume VI, V2, . . . , V, to be the color classes of G, There are x cliques in G, and 
IV;:] - 1 vertices are needed to cover the edges of clique G[V], so p 2 p - x. 
For the difference inequality, assume IV,1 = max{lV]}. Then IV,1 >p/x, 
B&*lr!l~P-P/X. P-x~P-(PIx+x)~P-2~. 
The covering set of G contains vertices of at least x - 1 classes, so /3 3 x - 1. 
2j&x+E, 2x+EC2p+l, p c XE =zp(p + 1)/2. (67) 
The lower bounds are obtained from (63) and the inequality E 5 ii, = a: 
For the upper bound, assume the longest cycle in G is C: u1u2 - - - vzvl. We 
color v1 and u2 by the first color, u3 and v4 by the second and so on, and each 
vertex not on C by one color each. Since this is a proper coloring of G, 
xsp-c+ [E/2] cp-c/2+1/2, 2x+E<2p+l, 
xc 6 E(p - Z/2 + l/2) = -(E - (p + 1/2))*/2 + (p* + p)/2 + l/8 
s (p” +p)/2 + l/8. 
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The upper bound of the product inequality is obtained immediately and is 
attained by C, with p even. 
OSC-xsp-2. (68) 
The upper bound is trivial and is attained by C and Kpn,p,2. 
For the lower bound, assume that H is the critical subgraph of G. By Theorem 
8.1 in [6], 6(H) 3 x - 1, and by (43), c(H) 2 6(H) + 1, so c 3 c(H) 2 x. 
-l<l-xSp-3, 2V&sx+i, 2x + 16 2p. (69) 
The lower bound of the difference inequality holds for x = 2 obviously. If 
x > 2, there are cycles in G, and it can be obtained from (12) and (68). The upper 
bound is trivial and is attained by Pp. 
For the lower bound of the sum inequality, if x = 2, then ia LlQ - 1 ~p/2 - 1. 
If x > 2, there are cycles in G, and it is obtained from (12) and (67). For the 
upper bound, x =sp - (i + 1) + [(i + 1)/2] 
The bound is attained by Pp. 
6~g+x~p+3, (x - 2)(g - 1) < 2PY 
g even * g(x - 2) <2p. 
(70) 
The lower bound of the sum inequality is trivial; if g = 3, then x 2 3, while if 
g = 4, then x 2 2. It can clearly be attained. 
We color the vertices on C, by three colors and the other vertices by p -g 
colors. This is proper coloring of G, so x cp - g + 3. 
We divide the vertices of G into [p/(g - l)] groups so that the number of 
vertices in each group is at most g - 1. The subgraph induced by each group of 
vertices is a forest, and so needs only two colors. Hence 
x G 2 LPlk - 91 < 2Pk - 1) + 2, (x - 2k - 1) < 2P. 
Clearly, if g is even, we can say g(x - 2) < 2p. 
The above bounds can be further improved. 
x-gsp-5, GfN, j g~2x. (71) 
The first inequality is trivial and is attained by SL. 
The second inequality holds for g = 3 and 4; otherwise g vertices on C, need 
[g/2] colors in G, so x 2 ]g/2]. 
4cd+xcp+1, lS2X--d, X-dSp-3. (72) 
The lower bound of the sum inequality is trivial and is attained by S,. For the 
upper bound, the d + 1 vertices on a d-path need two colors, so x cp - d + 1. It 
is attained by Pp. 
The upper bound of the difference inequality is trivial and is attained by $. For 
76 s. xu 
the lower bound, in G, d + 1 vertices on a d-path of G need ](a + 1)/2] colors, 
so x 2 ](a + 1)/2]. pp with p even attains the bound. 
2v+lf!l+r.j~ [4p/3.]. (73) 
The upper bound is proved in [S]. For the lower bound, the result follows from 
(62) and (11) and can be further improved. 
2+7jHa<p+1, p s l/m s (p + 1)2/4. (74) 
The lower bounds of the sum and product inequalities follow from (63). For the 
upper bound, in order to obtain a complete graph after homomorphism, in an 
a-independent set, there exist (Y - 1 vertices each of whom must share its image 
with other vertices. 
3<ly+ysp+1, 2 < r#!Jy < (p + 1)2/4, osr/j-ysp-2. (75) 
The upper bounds of the sum and product inequalities are obtained from (10) 
and (74), and are attained by Ko,+ijj2 U No,_1j,2. The lower bounds are trivial and 
are attained by S,. 
The lower bound of the difference inequalities can be got from (11) and (63). 
The upper bound is trivial and attained by S,. 
--I</I-r/<p-2$, pa/J++. (76) 
The difference inequality is obtained from (74). 
The sum inequality is obtained from (63) and (11). 
c-qsp-2, 2rjJ-csp, 2+QjHE. (77) 
The first inequality is trivial and attained by K,,,,,. The second inequality is 
obtained from (11) and (68). 
The sum inequality is obtained from (11) and (67). 
I-r+QGp-3, 2r+Q--lSp+l, 2+iq+i. (78) 
The first inequality is trivial and attained by KP,2,P,2. The second and third 
inequalities are obtained from (11) and (69). 
g s rq/21 (q + 1) + 1. (79) 
This inequality is obtained by summarizing the following five conclusions. 
(i) If there is an odd number ‘1’ such that g = IJJ(I/J - 1)/2, then C, is 
homomorphic to K,. 
Since K,,, is an Eulerian graph and there is an Eulerian trace in K, whose 
length is g, C, is homomorphic to K,,,. 
(ii) If there is an odd number q such that g = r@(q - 1)/2 + 1, then C, cannot 
be homomorphic to Kw. 
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If C, is homomorphic to K,, we replace one edge of K,,, by two edges to 
introduce a multigraph G’. There must be an Eulerian trace in G’ which 
correspond to C,, but G’ is not an Eulerian graph. This is a contradiction. 
(iii) If there is an odd number I/J such that g > rj~(t@ - 1)/2 + 1, then C, is 
homomorphic to G’ which contains a subgraph K,,,. 
Let two vertices on C, be homomorphic to form a graph which contains cycle 
C?&-1)/2, and then use the conclusion (i). 
(iv) If there is an even number I&, such that g = +‘/2, then C, is homomoprhic 
to K,,,. If g < ~~12, C, cannot be homomorphic to Kv. 
Clearly each vertex of K, is an image of at least I+!J/~ vertices on C,, so if 
g < ~~12, then C, cannot be homomorphic to K,. If g = ~~12, we add r+!~/2 edges 
to K, to obtain an Eulerian graph G’ and the edge number of G’ is $J(I/J - l)/ 
2 + q/2 = $1~12, so, as above, C, is homomorphic to K,,,. 
(v) If there is an even number 1~ such that g > r/.t2/2, then C, is homomorphic 
to a graph H which contains Kv. 
The conclusion is obvious when g > q2/2 + 1. If g = v2/2 + 1, we add q/2 - 1 
edges to K, to obtain a graph G’ so that there are two vertices with odd degrees, 
and the others have even degrees. There is an open Eulerian trace which passes 
g - 1 vertices on C,. Therefore the conclusion is true. 
d < (v + 1)2/2. (SO) 
If d Z= (r+!~ + 1)2/2, we can obtain graph G’ from G by the homomorphism of 
two vertices on a d-path so that G’ contains a cycle with (r+!~ + 1)2/2 edges and no 
diagonals, so G is homomorphic to Kv+,. This is a contradiction. 
d+2r@c2p+l, 4 <d + qj up + [(I&? + 1)/2] - 1, 
d<29!P2. 
(81) 
Since [(d+1)/2]+~~~+~rp+lwehaved+2~<2p+l. 
The lower bound of the sum inequality is trivial. Let it = max{a 1 a(a - 1)/2 c 
d}, then n = [(vm+ 1)/2]. F or a complete coloring of G, it is obvious that 
d + 1 vertices on a d-path can produce at most n color classes, so the bound is 
obtained and is attained by Pp. 
Let a d-path of G be uoul. . - ~2, let 2r1 be homomorphic to u2, ‘ug be 
homomorphic to vq, . . . in G, then we can write [d/21 + 1 s rj~. 
g+27/ls2p+3, 6=zg+r#sp+(dm+1)/2, 
(82) 
The lower bound of the sum inequality is trivial. Let n = max{a ( a(a - 1)/2 =z 
g}, then IZ = [(dm + 1)/2]. For a complete coloring of G, the vertices on C, 
produce at most n color classes. The bound is obtained and is attained by C,,. 
Again, [g/2] + r@ =Z (Y + r/.~ up + 1. 
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The bound of the inequality g s 2+ is obtained from g s 231 G~QQ, and is 
attained by C,, with p even. 
s~cu+&Sp+l, 1 s cx& G (p + 1)2/4. (see [91) (83) 
p-1==/3+@2p-s, 0 S pp S (p -s/2)2. (see P31) (84) 
3Gy+YSp+l, 2G y7sp. (see Pll) (85) 
2G y+jkp, -lSb-‘/<p-3, 6>0 *rsb. (86) 
-1sp-&=zp-s. (87) 
This follows from (83). 
2a + c =S 2p, 26 <(Y+c, 
p =s cc% s p2/2, OSC-&Gp-2. 
(88) 
The lower bounds of the sum and product inequalities are obtained from (63) 
and (68). 
There are at most [c/2] independent vertices on the largest cycle C, of G, so 
(YS [c/2] +p-cSp-c/2 
and 
cff 6 (p - c/2)c = -(c -p)2/2 +p2/2Sp2/2. 
The upper bound of the difference inequality is trivial and is attained by C,,. 
The lower bound is obtained from c 2 o = &. 
pG/3+EG2p-2, /3--CSP-26, CS2/3. (89) 
They are true because of (88). 
9~3y+2c~3p+2, 3<cy~3p*/8+2/3, OSC-ysp-2. (90) 
The lower bounds of the sum and product inequalities are trivial and are 
attained by SL. For the upper bound, we note that each vertex on C, can cover at 
least 3 vertices on C,, so 
y sp - c + [c/3] up - 2c/3 + 2/3, 3y+2c~3p+2, 
cy G c(p - 21~13 + 213) = -2~~13 + cp + 213 
= -2(c - 3p/4)*/3 + 3p2/8 + 2/3 s 3p2/8 + 213. 
The upper bound of the difference inequality is trivial and attained by C,; the 
lower bound is obtained from (88). 
l+2ad2p, 2+lsWkl, -lal-&<p-3. (91) 
The lower bound of the sum inequality follows from (63) and (69). For the 
upper bound, there are at most [(l-k 1)/2] independent vertices on P,; Therefore, 
(Y sp - (I + 1) + [(l + 1)/2] sp - l/2 
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The upper bound of the difference inequality is trivial and is attained by Pp. 
The lower bound is obvious. 
p-l=zp-2*+1, 1c2p, p-i=5p+i=52p-3. (92) 
These are obtained from (91). 
7~3y+21~3p, -l<l-ycp-3. (93) 
The lower bound of the sum inequality is trivial and is attained by S,. For the 
upper bound, we note that 
y sp - (I+ 1) + [(l + 1)/3] cp + 21/3. 
The upper bound of the difference inequality is trivial and is attained by P,. 
The lower bound is the result of 12 x - 1 and x 2 3. 
6~g+ti~p+3, cu-gsp-4, 
gs2cY+ 1, 2cY+gc2p. 
(94) 
The lower bound of the sum inequality is trivial and attained by Si. For the 
upper bound, if & 3 3, then g = 3. 
The upper bound of the difference inequality is trivial and attained by S6. For 
the lower bound, since [g/2] vertices on cycle C, form an independent set, 
gc2a+l. 
From (88), we have 2cu + g G 2p. 
6s2/3+gs2p + 1, -3cp-gsp-6, gc2/3. (95) 
4cy+g<p+3, Y-gsp-5, 
gc3y, 3y+2gs3p +2. 
The lower bound of the sum inequality is trivial and is attained by S,. The 
upper bound is obtained from (94). 
The upper bound of the difference inequality is trivial and attained by 
C3 U NP+ 
Every vertex on C, covers at most three vertices on C, and every vertex not on 
C, covers at most two vertices on C, (when g > 3). As a result: y 3 [g/3] 2 g/3. 
From (90), we get 3y + 2g s 3p + 2. 
4<d+&=zp+l, a-d=sp-3, 
d+lc2a, 2a+dc2p. 
(97) 
It is easy to see that on a d-path, there are at most two vertices in an & clique, 
so d + 1 + & up + 2. The lower bound is trivial and attained by S,. 
The upper bound of the difference inequality is trivial and attained by S,. 
There are [(d + 1)/2] vertices on a d-path which form an independent set, so 
d+l=z2a. 
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Again, (Y up - (d + 1) + [(d + 1)/2] sp - d/2, 
lS/3-dSp-4, 4<2/3+ds2p-1, 0<2P-d. (98) 
4sd+Tsp+l, y-d=sp/2-2, 
(99) 
d+lc3y, 3y+2ds3p. 
By (97), we assert that d + 7 up + 1. The bound is attained by KP. The lower 
bound is trivial and is attained by 5”. 
For the difference inequality, let us recall the theorem in [ll] which states that 
if there is no isolated vertex in G and A is a minimum dominating set of G, then 
V(G) -A is also a dominating set of G. From this y ~p/2 follows, and then 
y-dsp/2-2. 
In fact, there may be a trivial inequality y - d <p/2 - 3. 
Every vertex in G covers at most three vertices on a d-path, so d + 1 s 3y. 
From (93)) 3 y + 2d c 3p follows. 
~26, p+2~c+E=~2p, 3(p - 1) S cl? <p2. (see P31) WW 
p-la+is2p-2. (101) 
If there are cycles in both G and G’, then 1 + i 2 c + 5 - 2 ?=p. If G is NP, then 
i =p - 1. Otherwise there is no cycle in G, G is a forest and Ia 1, so there is a 
complete bipartite subgraph KrCp_1)/21, ~~~~~~~~~ in G‘, and i ap - 2. Hence, the 
inequality holds. 
pSl+zS2p-l. 
We can prove it similarly. 
(102) 
6~c+g~2p, pa7, oSc-g<p-3. (103) 
The sum inequality is trivial and obvious. 
The upper bound of the difference inequality is trivial and attained by C,. For 
the lower bound, if S 2 5, it is clear that c --g. > - If 2 = 4, C, = t~~21~~~21~21~, then in 
G, each vertex not on Cg must be nonadjacent to ul, vg or v2, V+ So there is a 
cycle with length 4 in G. Sl, attains the bound. (When p = 6, G = K3 U K3, then 
c=3 andg=4.) 
7s2d+c=z2p, 6 s dc sp2/2, Osc-dsp-2. (104) 
On a d-path, there are at most c/2 + 1 vertices on cycle C,, so 
dsp-c+(c/2+1)-l=p-c/2, dc s c(p - c/2) sp2/2. 
The lower bound is trivial and attained by SL. 
The upper bound of the difference inequality is trivial and attained by C,. For 
the lower bound, if d 2 4, then c - d 2 1. We join two endpoints of the star S,_, 
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and join another endpoint to the vertex which does not belong to the star. Let G 
denote this graph, then c = d = 3. 
4cl+d=s2p-2, del, -labc&p-3. (105) 
These results are evident. 
5~f+g~2p-1, -3al-gsp-4. (106) 
The bounds of the sum inequality are trivial and attained by C, and SL 
respectively. 
The upper bound of the difference inequality is trivial and can be attained. For 
the lower bound, if 2 2 5, then 1 >g - 1, if g = 4, then I > 1. The bound is 
attained by NP. 
pati, 6sg+g<p+3, 9sggs3p. (see P31) (107) 
gc2d+l, d-gcp-5, 2d+gs2p, 
da4jg=3, d=3 + gc4. 
(108) 
There are pairs of vertices on C, of which the distance is [g/2], so d 3 [g/2]. 
The difference inequality is trivial; the graph obtained by joining the first and 
third vertices in path Pp attains the bound. 
If d 2 4 and a d-path of G is uOul . * - vd, then v,,v~u~ is a triangle of G. 
Assume d = 3 and a d-path of G is ~~21~21~21~. Let A = V(G) - {v,,, vl, v2, v,}, 
then any vertex belonging to A cannot be adjacent to both u0 and u3 in G. If 
v E A is not adjacent to u0 and nor to at least one of ui, v2 and v3 in G, then 
there is a cycle with length 3 or 4 in G’; if each vertex belonging to A is adjacent 
to v,,, v1 and v2 or to vi, v2 and v3 in G, it is easy to show that either there is a 
cycle with length 3 or 4 or there is no cycle in G. 
4sd+dcp+l, 4sdck2p -2. (see D31) WV 
[p/21 s al+ a1 cp, 0 s cYyl& sp2/4. (see [91) (110) 
P~~~+&=~P/~-L r~/212~~~B~<p(p-1)/2. (see [13]) (111) 
os/381-&~sp/2. (112) 
This can be proved by using (110). 
p+lS6+2/3,S2p. (113) 
The lower bound is trivial and is attained by lJ K2. 
We prove the upper bound by induction. It clearly holds for p = 2 or 3. 
Assume that it is true for p <n. Now let p = n. If G is not connected, the 
inequality holds for every component of G, and it is easy to show that it holds for 
G. If, in G, there is an endpoint v adjacent to u and d(u) 2 2, we delete v to 
obtain G’. Then by the assumption of induction, 
/3ic/3;+1, 6=1<6’, 2/3,+6S&+2/3;+2S2(n-l)+2=2n. 
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Otherwise we delete two adjacent vertices u and u to get a graph G’ in which 
there is no isolated vertex, so 
6s6’+2, B* s B; + 1 6+2/3,~6’+2p;+4~2(n-2)+4=2n. 
psK+2/31<A+2&s2j7. (114) 
062CXr-6<P-l. (115) 
The upper bound is trivial. The lower bound is obvious if there are isolated 
vertices in G, and can be obtained from (113) if there is no isolated vertex in G. 
062&,-6<2&‘,-K<p. (116) 
l~~~+K~(~~+~~(~~+6~3~/2-2. 
The bounds are trivial and attained by S, and lJ K2 respectively. 
p/2+1</lB,+A<2p-2, /Ml+ 1/A) GP, 
t%-A~p-2~, 2C2&-d<p+l. 
(117) 
(118) 
The sum inequality is obtained from (117). 
For the product inequality, we take an edge covering of G; clearly it is a 
union of p - PI stars, so 
A 3 P&P - PI)> 61 ==P - [p/Al sp -plA 
/31-A<p-p/A-A~p-2fi. 
Again, (113) implies 2 s 2/I, - d up + 1. 
1-p~K--P1~il-B1~6-Pl~p/2-2. (119) 
The upper bound is obtained from (118). The lower bound is trivial and 
attained by S,. 
1-p/2==A-cu,sp-2, 6>0 =, p~cu,(A+l), 
p-1s2a,+ds2p-2. 
(120) 
The inequalities are obtained from (117), (118) and (115) respectively. 
p+2s2p,+xs2p+1. (121) 
The lower bound is trivial and attained by lJ K2. 
We use the principle of mathematical induction to show 28, +x c 2p + 1. We 
can check it for p = 2 or 3. Assume that it is true for p <n and let p = n. If G is 
not connected, it holds for each component, and then holds for G. If there is an 
endpoint v adjacent to U, d(u) > 2, then let G’ = G - v, we have /3r < /I; + 1, 
x=x’ and it holds by assumption. Otherwise there are two adjacent vertices u 
and v, G - u - v has no isolated vertex, x =Z x’ + 2, /3r s /3; + 1, and it holds by 
assumption. 
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It is attained by Kp. 
-1c2a,-XSp-2, GfN, + p-l~2ar,z~p~/2, 
ai+XSpP22a,+z. 
(122) 
If there is no isolated vertices, the difference inequality is correct according to 
(121), and if there are some isolated vertices, it is clearly also true. 
Now consider the lower bound of the sum inequality. Let VI, . . . , V, be the 
color classes of G‘, then 
so 2a, + 2 sp. Clearly, this bound can be attained. 
For the upper bound, we can color 2a, vertices 
colors in G; hence 2 sp - 2a1 + &i. 
from a matching in G by a, 
This bound is attained by lJ K2, and the upper bound of the product inequality 
is obtained. 
The lower bound of the product inequality holds for 2 >p/2. Otherwise, we 
have 
2a, 2p - 2, 
z(p - X) reaches its 
attains the bound. 
OGP1-Z 
2a1x 2 X(p - 2). 
minimum when 2 = 1, so p - 1 C 2~~2. K, with p odd 
2p, - ;F Gp. (123) 
-1S2ai-?#Sp-2, pS2&+$. (124) 
Clearly 2a1 - q 2 2a,(K,) - ?+V 2 -1; the other bounds are obtained from 
(122). 
p+2S2p,+qS2p+l, zp, - Ir, sp. (125) 
They are consequences of (124) and are attained by KP,,P,2 and Kp 
respectively. 
p+2<2/3,+&<2p-1. (126) 
The lower bound is trivial and obvious. The upper bound can be found by using 
p1 c [w/21 +p - 0 - 1. 
p~P,+B, 2P,+P~2p, 2S2P,+Sp+l. (127) 
The difference inequality is obtained from (126). 
The lower bound of the sum inequality is true because pi - a: > 0. 
We confirm the upper bound by induction on p. First check it for p = 2 or 3. 
Then, suppose that it is true for p <n. When p = n, we assume that G is 
connected. If there are endpoints u and u both adjacent to a vertex w, then let 
G’ = G - U. Clearly we can take a covering of G’ which contains w, so /3 = p’, 
84 s. xu 
6 K A b x II, P Cl 
0<8 g-1 0s Kg-1 O<h,<p-1 O$A<P-1 16X9 l<Q<P OS B 9-l 0s “,5(P/21 
$6+6<p-1 Ohs--K,<p/2-1 8>[p/2)=+=6 0+-6$p-2 l-p<6 -X l-pgB -11, 
$6 a,<M 
O<B-S5p-2 
6 <p-I=* OS6 -h$p/2-1 SP-2u$ s-ZJi, 
0$2 a,-bsp-1 
26-K<p-2 n>o=+ 
6 XA X_l,$P 
13 R 7 6 23 28 79 11 
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OSK Sfl 
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14 16 9 1R 24 24 41 ll. 
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1- 1) <p-3 c-q q-2 
2qi -&Pi.1 2 q -csp 
$ -IlP-2JP+:s p -qp--2&l 
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& < pi + 1, and it holds by the assumption. If vertex w is adjacent to only one 
endpoint u, let G’ = G - u - w, and then p s fi’ + 2, /3, < /3; + 1. It also holds. 
Otherwise there are two adjacent vertices u and u such that G - u - v has no 
isolated vertex. Then /3 c p’ + 2, /3t c /3; + 1, and the result also holds. lJ K3 
attains the bound. 
0<p,-Cu, 26, - Ly sp. 028) 
The lower bound is obvious; the upper bound is obtained from (127). 
-162a,-(Ysp-2, LX++(Ylsp=z2LYul+a. (129) 
These are obtained from (126) if G has no isolated vertices and clearly hold if 
G has isolated vertices. 
(Y,spc2LXi, p-1<2ff,+/%2p-2. (130) 
They are obtained from (129). 
2ccr,+ycp, -1=z2ff1-_Yp-2. (131) 
The bounds of the sum inequality are obtained from (129) and are attained by 
S’ and lJ K2. 
The lower bound of the difference inequality is obtained from (129) and is 
attained by K,. The upper bound is trivial and is attained by lJ K1. 
O<&-ycp-2, p+2c2/?,+y=z2p+1, iI1 + Y s P. (132) 
The first and second inequalities are obtained from (131). For the third 
inequality, an edge covering of G is the union of some stars. Take one vertex with 
the maximum degree in each star to form a dominating set, so /I1 + y up. 
-1s2a,-csp-3, pS2au,+?<2p. (133) 
The lower bound of the difference inequality is obvious and is attained by C,,. 
The upper bound is trivial. 
The upper bound of the sum inequality is trivial, while the lower bound is 
obtained from (122) and (68). 
p+3<2/3,+cs2p+l, 0~2/3,-~~p. (134) 
0<2a,--lsp-1, p-i~2al+k2p-i. (135) 
The upper bounds are obvious, as is the lower bound of the difference 
inequality. The lower bound of the sum inequality is a result of (129) and (91). 
p+1<2p,+zs2p, iG2p,-kp+i. (136) 
5s2a,+gs2p, G#NP + -1<2a,-g<p-3. (137) 
The bounds of the sum inequality are trivial and can be attained. 
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The upper bound of the difference inequality is trivial and the lower bound 
follows from (133). 
0~26, -g=s2p -4, 2p,+g<2p+1, 
p+3~2/3,+gs2p+l. 
(138) 
0<2q-dsp-1, 4c2cxI+ds2p-1, 
(139) 
Os2a,-dcp-2. 
These results are obvious. 
p+ls2/3,+ds2p, -1s22PI-ds2p-4, 
p +2<2/3, +dc2p. 
(140) 
4. Concluding remark 
Now, we have finished the proofs of the relations listed in the table of the 
appendix. Of course, the table is by no means exhaustive. Some relations are not 
given, some bounds can be further improved, and more parameters may be 
added. The author expects that it will be developed, enriched and elaborated 
further. 
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